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Google Chromebooks
●

Purchased 6 google chromebooks for PS 76 Classroom in Harlem
○

Before: Classroom only had two computers (teacher’s and teacher’s assistants) for a class of
20-25 students to each share for tutoring, projects, and work
■ Students’ tutoring time limited, many cannot afford computers at home
● Often students were not getting the support they needed to be successful
● Teacher’s have a hard time providing the necessary individualized attention to
students due to understaffing and lack of resources
■ Program Director Spencer Riehl has been trying to get funding for computers for nearly 3
years
● Claims tutoring has been incredibly difficult for his entire group of students and that
a small increase in computers would have a monumental effect on his ability to help
improve educational outcomes

Google Chromebooks
●

Purchased 6 google chromebooks for PS 76 Classroom in Harlem
○

Now: With 6 computers, tutoring processes and opportunities will be vastly improved
■ Programs available to use now (Quotes by Program Director Spencer Riehl directly)
● DeltaMath: “Online math program that allows students to work on any discipline
they wish and get tons of reps with an infinite number of research projects”
● Project Research: “Students have a number of end of year projects they need to do
research and create PowerPoint presentations on”
● KhanAcademy: Free SAT prep and courses in any subject
● Researching educational opportunities and boarding schools
○ Will allow kids to set higher educational goals and learn about the range of
educational opportunities available to them

New Canaan-Harlem Peer Tutoring Program
●

Harlem students will use google chromebooks to have videochat tutoring sessions with
New Canaan students
○
○

○

Received approval from NCHS Principal Egan who is very enthusiastic about implementing this
project
Will be done through National Honor Society (NHS) at New Canaan
■ NHS already has an in-school tutoring system
● All NCHS students can request tutoring times and subjects to the Honor Society
○ NHS students are notified and can volunteer for service hours to tutor in those
time slots
● Harlem program will work the same way
○ Harlem Program directors and NHS officers will coordinate specific tutors and
manage the volunteer sign-up process
Time Slots: 630-730 pm on Tuesday-Thursday
■ Harlem students have study hall where school is quiet and NC students will be getting off
sports and be free
■ Harlem students can ‘Google hangout’ (video chat and work through google drive) with
New Canaan students on a regular basis to ask questions, receive help with projects, and
form productive, meaningful relationships

For the Future
●
●

We wish to expand the New Canaan-Harlem program to other schools in Harlem like
Frederick Douglas Academy and continue the program for years to come
What would the extra funding do?
○

○

Current Remaining Limitations
■ 6 computers for a whole classroom of students is still difficult to manage
● Students still have to share resources and take up much more time waiting to do
work rather than focusing on learning
■ $2k extra dollars would buy 12 more computers for the classroom
○ Allows teachers much more flexibility in curriculum they teach and online
resources they use
○ Students can complete projects, research opportunities, use online tools to
learn significantly better with a steady pace and reliability
Make tutoring program significantly more impactful by reaching many more Harlem students
and giving more New Canaan students access to this leadership opportunity

Our Mission
●

Changing education and changing lives
○

○

These computers can have an unimaginable impact on the
education of underserved at-risk youth
■ They will be used for years to come and can impact
hundreds of students and their life trajectories
● Develop good study habits, absorb valuable
knowledge, improve academic performance and
prepare students for success in secondary
school
The tutoring program will give each Harlem student the
individual attention they need
■ Many kids need consistent personal interaction to
absorb material, particularly those with learning
disabilities
● 2 teachers in a room of 25 kids often can’t
provide this level of individualized attention

Our Mission
●

Forming reciprocal and meaningful relationships
○ The connections formed through this tutoring program could impact both New
Canaan and Harlem students throughout their entire lives
■ They will learn leadership, responsibility, compassion, and experience a joy
through interacting with each other that simply cannot be replicated doing
anything else
■ Students may see each other through various other Harlem-New Canaan
activities such as the May 7th 3v3 Lacrosse Tournament
■ Students from NHS may be able to visit PS 76 in years to come like we did this
past year and may help each other with the college process as they get older
○ With access to social media, these relationships have the potential to continue
beyond NCHS students’ graduation and Harlem students’ graduation from middle
school

Our Mission
●

Quotes From New Canaan NHS Students on their experience with the Harlem students:
○
○

○

○

“I learned from this trip that we can make a difference in kids’ lives with just taking a small part
out of our day.”
“I absolutely loved the connection I had with the kids and it felt great to see them smile and
actively participate. This experience helped me validate what I want to do in life which is help
people and make them happy.”
“I loved having the opportunity to go on this trip and experience young education in a different
area. I admired the teachers clear commitment to the class and their ability to keep 25 first
graders occupied! Besides the kids being very cute and friendly, I enjoying having a small
opportunity to teach, because I am interested in pursuing teaching in the future.”
“(Thank you for)...giving us the opportunity for a life changing experience: not only in impacting
the lives of these kids, but allowing these kids to change ourselves and give us a life-lasting
memory.”

Thinking Big!
●

●
●

Personally, I believe with the help of this community, this tutoring relationship could become a
completely wide-reaching program encompassing all Harlem Lacrosse school students and
not just one individual school
○ Could change the lives of thousands of students in New Canaan and Harlem
Once the initial investment of $3k (18 computers) is made, the program will gain even more
traction and attention
To us...this is a once in a lifetime opportunity to make a monumental impact on so many kid’s
lives and we are so excited about the possibility of enhancing the beautiful relationship
between our two communities and bringing success and happiness to each other’s lives!

Thank you for your consideration!

